
Weakness in wholesale trade concentrated in building material and 
supplies
Year-to-date change in wholesale trade by category, Sep-19
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Earnings move higher
Average weekly earnings and year-over-year growth in Alberta

Source: Statistics Canada
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Average Weekly Earnings
Earnings gain ground

Earnings in Alberta continue to improve. Average weekly earnings (AWE) 
increased 1.0% month-over-month (m/m) to $1,171 in September following a 
0.4% gain in August. The monthly gain was broad-based and led by strong gains 
in utilities and manufacturing, and rebounds in wholesale trade and information 

and culture. With the recent gains 
and, in part, due to a large drop last 
September, earnings were up 3.4% 
year-over-year (y/y), the strongest 
growth in nineteen months (Chart 1). 
The growth was widespread, with 
earnings up in 16 of the 20 sectors 
and new highs in education, retail, 
accommodation and food services, 
and transportation and warehousing.

Wholesale Trade
Machinery sales increase

Alberta’s wholesale trade moved up 
in September after pulling back in 
three of the last four months. The 
value of wholesale trade rose 1.9% 
m/m to $6.9 billion. The monthly 
gain was due to a jump in machinery 
and equipment sales, and modest 
gains in other categories. These were 
partly offset by lower sales at food 
and beverage and motor vehicles 
and parts wholesalers. Despite 
the monthly increase, wholesale 
trade remained 0.5% lower year-to-
date (YTD), reflecting weakness in 
building material and supplies (Chart 
2). Excluding building materials, 
wholesale trade was up 1.7% YTD.

Job Vacancies

Fewer job openings

The number of unfilled jobs continues 
to decline after reaching a four-year 
high in May. In the three months 
ending in July, there were 35,800 
vacant positions in Alberta, 2,100 
less than the preceding period. With 
fewer vacancies and an increase 
in the number of unemployed, the 
unemployment-to-job vacancies 
ratio rose. In August there were 5.2 

Chart 2: 2019 weakness in wholesale trade concentrated in building material and supplies
Year-to-date change in wholesale trade by category, Sep-19

Source:  Alberta Energy Regulator

Chart 1: Earnings move higher
Average weekly earnings and year-over-year growth in Alberta

Source: Statistics Canada
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Residential construction picking up as non-residential fades
Investment in residential and non-residential construction in Alberta

Source: Statistics Canada
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Retail, truck and manufacturing sales weigh on the AAX

Contribution to month-over-month change in the Alberta Activity Index, Sep-19

Source: Alberta Treasury Board and Finance
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Please see the Alberta Economy - Indicators at a 
Glance for current snapshot of Alberta indicators
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Non-Residential Construction
Institutional and government construction spending continues to decline

Spending on non-residential construction remains weak. Investment in non-
residential building construction decreased by 1.6% m/m to $719 million in 
September, the lowest level since August 2011. The decline has been driven 
by an ongoing pullback in institutional and governmental spending, which 
has fallen consistently since mid-2017 after being elevated for many years. 
Private sector construction spending has fared better. Industrial spending has 
held steady this year, while commercial spending has moderated since the 
beginning of the year but remains above the January 2018 low. Year-to-date, 
non-residential construction was down 2.1% as weakness in institutional 
buildings has been moderated by gains in industrial and commercial.

unemployed Albertans for every 
opening job, up from 4.6 last month 
and 4.3 a year ago.

Alberta Activity Index
Activity stalls 

The Alberta Activity Index (AAX) ticked 
lower in September (-0.2% m/m), 
as declines in manufacturing, retail 
and new truck sales more than offset 
gains in other components (Chart 
3). The AAX has eased since spiking 
in April as many indicators pulled 
back from recent peaks. With activity 
stagnating, the index was down 0.9% 
YTD, primarily due to weakness in 
housing starts earlier in the year and a 
significant pullback in rigs drilling.

Residential Construction
Ongoing rebound

Investment in residential construction 
continues to improve. Seasonally-
adjusted investment in residential 
construction increased by 2.5% m/m 
in September, to $1.1 billion (Chart 
4). The monthly gain was driven by 
ongoing improvements in single 
dwellings (+4.9% m/m). Construction 
spending on single units has 
increased since December 2018, 
led by a recovery in Calgary and 
modest increases in other regions. 
Meanwhile, investment in multi-unit 
dwellings has levelled off over the 
past few months, after substantial 
gains earlier in the year. With the 
recent improvements, the year-over-
year declines continued to moderate. 
Residential construction investment 
was down 9.0% y/y after falling more 
than 20% in the first half of the year.

Source: Statistics Canada

Chart 3: Manufacturing, retail and truck sales weigh on the AAX
Contribution to month-over-month change in the Alberta Activity Index, Sep-19

Chart 4: Residential construction picking up as non-residential fades
Investment in residential and non-residential construction in Alberta

Source: Statistics Canada
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